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President’s Message 

 

Serving Henderson, Transylvania, and Polk counties in Western North Carolina 

SNAGS & SNARLS 
Pisgah Chapter   TROUT UNLIMITED  February, 2013             

G reetings friends and fellow 

PCTU members! I hope the 

winter is treating you well and free 

from influenza. I had my bout with 

that bug, and missed some great 

opportunities for warm weather 

winter fishing. As you read further 

in this issue of Snags and Snarls, 

you will find that the next chapter 

meeting on the 14th is our annual Fly Tying workshop. It 

promises to be a real ‘buggy’ affair. 

However, a fly is not 

just another bug, and the 

more you immerse your 

soul into fly fishing and 

coldwater conservation, 

the more you realize the 

importance of under-

standing trout food. A 

fly fishing ‘fly’ in many cases is not a bug imitation at all let alone a 

fly. What we cast from our fly rods in pursuit of trout imitations runs 

the whole gamut of trout food, from bait fish to crawfish, to amphib-

ians and leeches, to the wide spectrum of aquatic and terrestrial in-

sects. Understanding the nature of these organisms will greatly in-

crease your fishing skills, in addition to your understanding of the 

vital role these creatures play in the ecosystem.As for fly tying? I can 

offer the following perspective from a novice’s eye: 

 

1. It is a great thrill to fool a trout with an imitation creature you created. 

2. Some flies are real easy to make – others not so. 

3. At the very beginning you will not realize any cost savings, as an expert 

you could realize income potential. 

 

Calendar of Events—2013  

Board Meeting  Sol y Luna, Lau-

rel Park Shopping Center 

Tue. Feb. 

5 

6:30 

February PCTU Chapter Meeting 

Annual Fly Tying Meeting—Joe 

Moore hosting 

 

Thur. Feb 

14 

6:45 

Inside This Issue... 

January PCTU Chapter Meeting 

From the Editor 

Tie A Fly??  February Fly Tying Meeting 

Welcome New Members 

Yellowstone Fishing Part 2 

Brook Trout are Making a Comeback in the 

Great Smoky Mountains 

Arbuckle Recipient Update 

Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission  In-

creases Poaching Fines 

Trout in the Classroom 

Fly of the Month– Caddis Larva UV Cure 

Stocking Dates    Mentors 

Pisgah Chapter Directory 

2013 PCTU FLY FISHING SCHOOL, April 20, 8:30AM-4:30PM,  

Harmon Field, Tryon, NC 
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Speaker Chas Glatzer 

Great Turnout!  55 Members & Guests 

4. As a beginner you will experience great joy in success, and great frustration in failure. 

5. Just understanding how flies are put together is a tremendous help on the water. There are times when 

you may wish to make minor adjustments to a fly to match conditions you face, and knowing how to 

do so can make a difference in a successful hook-up. 

6. The more different patterns you study, the more you know the lexicon, so that when you hear that the 

hot fly is a Sparkle Dun Emerger, you know what the heck that means! 

Come to the Fly Tying Workshop whether a fly tier or not. I guarantee you will learn something. 

 

I also encourage everyone to consider the upcoming PCTU Fly Fishing School on April 20th, whether to at-

tend, to recruit students, or to volunteer. Look for more info to follow in our next issue. 

 

Dragless Drifts, 

Mark Byington 
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Dan Stowers won the fly box full of Chris’s 

Green Whoppers and Chris’s Orange Ants 
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From the Editor 

T hanks to Norris McDowell for taking the photos of the January Chapter Meeting, 

and to Chris Ellis for his article Yellowstone Fishing —Part 2.  Kiki Matthews sent 

us the link to the article “Brook Trout are Making a Comeback in the Great Smoky Moun-

tains” as well as the article Tie a Fly???—Thanks  

I  think of myself as a visionary.  I wrote the article below for the January 2012 issue of Snags & Snarls.   

 

 I don’t need to tell anyone about the problem the print media faces today.   Fly fishing magazines are having 

the same problem, and maybe worse since we are a small segment of the population (and getting smaller). On 

pages 4, 5 and 6 is an article by Rick Hafele one of the writers for a new online e-magazine  HOOKEDNOW.  

The other writers are : Dave Hughes and Skip Morris.  All are well known writers.  The January issue is 

about trout fishing in winter. The cost of this e-zine is $7.95  for 6 issues (bi-monthly).   Dave Hughes on Win-

ter Nymphs, Skip Morris on Winter Trout Flies.  To receive your free copy of the January issue go to:  

 hookednow.com 

 

On January 15, 2013 I received the following email: 

For a number of reasons, but mainly basic economics, we have decided to discontinue HookedNow with the 

June/July 2013 issue. This will satisfy our commitment to all but a few existing paid subscribers, and we will 

refund any money due to those who may have come up an issue or two short. We have received many posi-

tive comments, and greatly appreciate your support over the past year or two. Back issues will remain availa-

ble for purchase for $2.00/issue on the website at least until we complete the June/July issue. 

You will be notified as usual when the February/March issue becomes available on February 1st. 

Thanks again for your support and we hope nothing but rising fish and tight 

lines for you in the coming year! 

Happy casts, 

Rick, Skip, & Dave 

 

It seemed to me that 3 fine fly fishing writers could put together an on-line mag-

azine with no publishing or shipping costs and make a profit charging $7.95 for 6 issues. Well, I guess I’m 

not a visionary.    jh 
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   TIE A FLY??? 

    By Kiki Matthews 

F or many folks who have fallen in love with fly fishing, they 

often have the personal debate; “what can I do with my time 

when I can’t get out on the water”?  For some, it is sitting down 

with a great book and learning about new fishing techniques, but 

for a lot of people it is tying 

the next best fly to test on the 

water. 

In recent years, the chapter 

has devoted one of its month-

ly meetings to fly tying.  Over 

the last couple of years, this meeting has been held in February which gives 

everyone the chance to learn how to tie that ideal fly before the delayed 

harvest fishing begins. 

This year, the February Chapter Meeting on Thursday, February 14th will 

once again feature fly tying and is being “hosted” by Joe Moore.  The for-

mat for this meeting has changed a bit from past years.  We have some of our best known tiers demonstrating 

one or two of their featured flies.  These include: 

Joe Moore ---- collection of Midges 

Chris Ellis --- a Green Whopper & the Orange Ant 

Jack Frisch --- the Hornberg Special & the Soft Hackle Wet 

Jim Hoskinson --- the UV Cured Caddis Larva 

Bob Daubert --- the Rubber Legged Stone Fly & an Emerging 

Midge 

But wait….what about those of us who don’t know anything about fly 

tying?  No worries….there will be something for everyone!! 
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John Anderson 

Robert Brogi 

William Cass 

Paulo DeRousa 

Charles Emerson 

Patrick Garrison 

Roy Gibson 

Donald Honeycutt 

Arthur Lazarus 

Wayne Marlett 

Jennifer Metzler 

Ed Stumpff 

Welcome New Members 

Learn the beginning basics of how to tie flies. 

Overview of the basic equipment to get you started. 

Learn to tie a new fly that you have never done before. 

Get advice on how to perfect the flies you already tie. 

Satisfy your curiosity about what this hobby is all about. 

Even find a new fishing buddy!!! 

And to make the meeting even more interesting, there will not only be the opportunity to win a box of great 

flies in our monthly raffle, our well known CD featuring our historical Fly of the Month collection will be 

available for sale at the value price of $5.00 

Don’t miss this great meeting….we’ll see you there!!! 

TIE A FLY???  continued 
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Prong horn antelope on the way to the Lamar 

Buffalo on Lower Slough Creek coming for a drink 

After lunch Chuck nailed a large lethargic Cutthroat who had been cruising back and forth in the shallows 

of a huge pool.   

Yellowstone Fishing 2012 part 2 

By Chris Ellis 
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Large pool on Lower Slough Creek just before Boulder field 

W e started to fish the boulder field of the Lower Slough Creek but decided to leave as a thunder storm 

was threatening.  We didn't want to be caught with rising water while trying to cross the Lamar.  Once 

on the other side I caught a 12” cutbow on a boss hog nymph after missing a fish on a hopper.   We then 

moved upstream to some heavy water with fast deep runs between the boulders.  I tied on a small bead head 

trailer to the boss hog (the “green bean” created by Josh Garris of Curtis-Wright Outfitters).    I caught a 14" 

cutbow that jumped 5 times (once 3 feet in the air) wow!  Next Chuck caught an 18" cutbow that took him 15 

minutes to land.  I caught 3 more 16" fish following this.  Half were on the boss hog and half on the green 

bean.  I can say that catching these athletic fish in big water of the Lamar is my most memorable fishing expe-

rience to date.  

Chris and Chuck with Cutbows on the Lamar 
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As amazing as the fishing and scenery is, I equally enjoyed the company of the diverse anglers on this trip, 

the excellent dinners, and the many stories told.  For example, one of the guests was a retired cardiologist 

from England who provided insight into the customs and culture of trout and salmon fishing in Great Britain.  

One of my fishing companions, Chuck Dauphine was a retired wildlife biologist who worked for the Canadi-

an government with wolves and caribou. After moving to Asheville he worked for the Biltmore Estate as a 

Naturalist.   

While my remote fishing has been limited to two Yellowstone trips, I have learned a lot from my traveling 

companions.  I have traveled with Dick Schaad for two years, and enjoyed the sharing of his vast knowledge 

of fly fishing and trip experiences during our stops in Chicago.   

Our Hosts, Jeff and Susan Curtis and Josh Garris of Curtis-Wright Outfitters provided wonderful support and 

knowledge of the area.    They did a great job of planning trips, providing wonderful meals and giving expert 

fishing advice.  For example, Josh gave me the boss hog and green bean and suggested the tandem rig I used 

so successfully on the Lamar.    

I have already made plans for my 2013 trip to Yellowstone, and I have mapped out my next cross country trip 

to a new boulder field on the Lamar.  If any are interested in sharing in this continued adventure, I hear Jeff is 

considering a second trip for 2013 since the August trip is full.  

 

Guests & Hosts  
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Dick Schaad 

Map to another boulder field on the Lamar for my next trip  

Link to Blog of 2012 trip written by Josh Garris:   

Hosted Yellowstone Blog 2012  

http://curtiswrightoutfitters.com/category/hosted-yellowstone-2012/ 

-  

Contact information:  

Joshua Garris 

Curtis Wright Outfitters 

(828) 712-5896 

http://curtiswrightoutfitters.com/category/hosted-yellowstone-2012/
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Brook trout are making a comeback in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
By Amy Leinbach Marquis 
 

 

S everal times a year in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, fisheries biologist Steve Moore 
straps a 35-pound generator onto his back, wades into a stream, and plunges two charged poles 

below the surface, delivering 650 volts of energy to the water. (Rubber boots and waders prevent 
him from zapping himself.) One by one, Moore and his team sort through stunned fish that float to 
the surface. If the stream is small enough, they remove and kill the rainbow and brown trout that in-
vaded these waters a century ago. In larger, deeper sections, they’ll scoop up as many native brook 
trout as possible, shuttle them to safe waters, then release an EPA-approved antibiotic called anti-
mycin to kill off the remaining offenders. 
The idea of electrocuting and poisoning fish might not sit well with some park lovers. I know—I was 
raised by a fly-fishing father and an environmentally conscious mother just a day’s drive from the 
Smokies. I have the fondest memories of scrambling down steep, wooded banks with my dad to 
reach prime trout habitat, quietly searching for snails in leaf litter, and picnicking in the trunk of our 
hatchback Honda. The idea of causing such destruction to my childhood haunts gives me serious 
heartburn. 
But the fact is, native brook trout—those colorful little fish that made my dad’s eyes sparkle like sun-
light on water—are finally making a comeback after a century-long decline. And we have Moore’s 
techniques to thank for it. 
 
The problems began in the early 1900s, when large-scale logging operations began rumbling 
through Tennessee and North Carolina’s Smoky Mountains, clear cutting on steep mountainsides 
and along stream banks. Soil eroded into waterways, burying trout eggs laid in the gravel. Once-
shaded streams heated up in the sun, killing scores of brook trout that can’t survive temperatures 
above 68° F. It wasn’t long before the species disappeared from every stream below 3,000 feet. 
 
Thankfully, brook trout had some friends in their corner—anglers—who took notice of the decline  
and demanded hat the loggers  repair the damage. The companies responded. But what seemed  
like a good solution in 1910—restocking streams with non-native  rainbow trout from the western 
 United States, brown trout from Europe, and brook trout from the northern United States—only  
pushed the natives closer to the brink when the newbies out-competed and interbred with brook  
trout. Stocking of these non-native fish continued for decades before biologists recognized the  
damage and halted the program completely. By then, only a relentless management program could  
help the native species recover. 

http://www.npca.org/news/magazine/all-issues/2013/winter/native-waters.html##
http://www.npca.org/news/magazine/all-issues/2013/winter/native-waters.html##
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Enter Steve Moore, a curious graduate student at the time, who set out to test the effectiveness of 
electrofishing. His research revealed that the technique works best in small, shallow streams, and 
that larger, deeper waters require additional help from antimycin. His approach revolutionized the 
way biologists manage fisheries across the country.  
Such aggressive tactics, however, bear consequences. Not only do they kill the fish that aren’t 
supposed to be there; native brook trout and insects occasionally perish in the process, too. “I 
don’t like losing any of the good guys,” Moore says. “I’ve spent nearly 30 years trying to save na-
tive brook trout in the Smokies. But it’s better to lose a small number for the long-term gain of the 
entire population.” 
 
Case-in-point: Although Moore lost approximately 200 native fish after treating a three-quarter-mile 
section of a stream, as many as 1,800 brook trout are swimming that very same stretch today. And 
that’s along just one mile of roughly 32 miles of park streams that have been successfully re-
stocked. 
But all the restoration efforts in the world won’t save the species if the water is polluted—and near-
by coal plants, large-scale agriculture, and automobiles continue to spew toxins into the environ-
ment. In April 2011, thanks to pressure from the Environmental Protection Agency, southeastern 
states, and conservation groups (including NPCA), the Tennessee Valley Authority helped slow 
that trend by phasing out dozens of dirty units and installing modern pollution controls in the re-
gion’s coal-fired power plants. Recent monitoring in Great Smoky Mountains shows that although 
sulfates have decreased significantly, nitrates haven’t. As a result, streams are becoming more 
acidic and, basically, uninhabitable. 
The good news? Park staff are working on a plan that moves the region toward cleaner air and wa-
ter. Organizations like Trout Unlimited fill the funding void by raising money and rallying volunteers 
to measure water acidification, electroshock streams, and catch—and eat—as many non-native 
trout as possible prior to a chemical treatment. 
“I’m pleasantly surprised that so many anglers got behind this effort,” Moore says. “These guys be-
lieve in us, and that’s very gratifying.” 

Plenty of work remains in the park—35−40 miles worth, in fact. And biologists aren’t sure how ris-

ing water temperatures associated with climate change might affect the species down the road. 
But the fact that native trout are making a slow, steady comeback today can only help their suc-
cess in the future. 
“Our predecessors didn’t know any better when they destroyed habitat and stocked non-native 
fish,” Moore says. “Now we have the opportunity to turn back the clock and do the right thing for a 
species on the brink.” 
And that’s an effort that would make my father smile.  
 
National Parks’ Associate Editor Amy Leinbach Marquis recently began fly fishing near her home  

in Boulder, Colorado, in memory of her father. 
 
Thanks  Kiki for the article 

http://www.npca.org/news/magazine/all-issues/2013/winter/native-waters.html##
http://www.npca.org/
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Arbuckle Recipient Update 

A s previously reported, the 2012/2013 recipient of the Arbuckle Award from the Community Foundation 

of Henderson County was Justin Wolbert, a graduate student in the Wildlife and Fisheries Science De-

partment at the University of Tennessee.  Justin is also a military veteran who served multiple tours of duty in 

the Middle East during his six plus years in the Air Force. 

With each recipient, the Chapter tries to coordinate a visit from that person to one of our monthly meetings; 

but this can often prove difficult depending on schedules.  This semester is no different.  We have, however, 

received an email from Justin with his latest news. 

Kiki,  

Please excuse my tardiness with this response.  

Thank you for the nice wishes. I hope you and yours had a great Christmas and New Year holiday 

also. The last semester went well (all A's) and I have a whole new set of classes this go around. I am 

unfortunately even more tied up this semester than the last. I have a class Thursday evening until 

620PM and the instructor has made it clear that missing isn't in our best interest. Also, I am heavily 

collecting my data (collecting fish) this semester along with my wife and I expecting our first child 

any time within the next month. Most of my time is comprised of "keying out" and classifying the 

aquatic insects we collected this summer from the Pigeon River in NC and TN during our project. It is 

required for my funding and I'm one of only a few that has the experience necessary for it. 

 

I sat down the other day and tried to work out a time to make a trip out there and it just doesn't seem 

like I will be able to make it. I sincerely apologize for my absence and hope the chapter members 

don't think I am a complete bum or that I don't appreciate being awarded the scholarship. Between 

missing class and leaving my wife and soon to be child for the night I just couldn't justify it.  

 

Thank you again and please thank all of the members for me. My family and I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to be recognized and are forever grateful. I promise to keep searching for a good time to make 

the trip to show my appreciation. Thank you again and take care. 

 

Justin  

Justin Wolbert 

Graduate Research Assistant 

Dept of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries 

The University of Tennessee 

jwolber1@utk.edu 

 

Now that the new year has arrived, it is time to be looking ahead to the 2013/2014 academic year.  In case 

you missed it, the Times News featured a short promo / article on the front of the local section of the 1-15-13 

edition with a call for individuals to submit their applications for this award.  If you know of a potential can-

didate or need more information, please contact the Community Foundation of Henderson County at (828) 

697-6224 or at www.CFHCforever.org.  

mailto:jwolber1@utk.edu
http://www.CFHCforever.org
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October 25. 2012 

H ARRISBURG, Pa. — Gov. Tom Corbett has signed into law tougher anti-poaching legislation which 

increases the maximum fine for illegally harvesting fish from $200 to $5,000 and extends the period the 

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) can revoke fishing and boating privileges from two to five 

years.  

“This new law will have an immediate impact on our ability to deter large-scale poachers from illegally taking 

fish,” said PFBC Executive Director John Arway. “These are the individuals who deliberately come in after 

dark and take large amounts of game fish, often by using illegal methods such as netting or spearing in the 

streams. In the past, poaching was subject to a $200 maximum fine. Now we can hit violators with up to 

$5,000 in fines, as well as the cost of replacing the fish they illegally harvest.” 

The legislation was signed into law by Gov. Corbett last night and took effect immediately.  

“Weak laws made our waterways extremely vulnerable to poaching, with highly sought-after trophy species of 

fish repeatedly stolen from our waterways and sold on the black market,” said Rep. Michael Peifer (R-

Greentown), who sponsored the legislation as House Bill 2293. “This is a serious problem that has a detri-

mental impact on our regional economy. Under this law, we finally have a punishment that fits the crime."  

The law creates a new section in the Fish and Boat code for “serious unlawful take,” which increases the pen-

alty for harvesting more than the legal daily limit of fish from a summary offense of the first degree to a mis-

demeanor of the second degree. It also allows the PFBC to collect from violators the costs to replace the 

poached fish, and it increases the amount of time a violator can be sentenced to prison from a maximum of 90 

days to two years.  

The law will be particularly beneficial in the Erie watershed, where the annual steelhead season is just begin-

ning. Annually, PFBC waterways conservation officers (WCOs) apprehend and cite 5-6 individuals for large 

cases of poaching. These individuals typically have in their possession dozens of fish over the legal creel limit.  

“We’ve had violators in the past who have simply handed the WCO cash to pay the small fine,” added PFBC 

Commissioner Glade Squires, who represents the agency’s southeast region and chairs the Law Enforcement 

Committee. “Now our WCOs have the tools to hit them hard in the pocketbook and to send them to jail for a 

longer time. And if a poacher has a current license, we can suspend that license for up to five years.” 

The law also substantially increases the penalties for individuals who fish while their license is suspended. 

Previously, that violation was a summary offense of the first degree, subject to a $200 fine. The penalty is now 

a third degree misdemeanor, subject to a fine up to $5,000. 

Also last night, Gov. Corbett signed into law House Bill 1417, another piece of legislation sought by the 

PFBC to better protect and equip its WCOs for the challenges they face in the field. The new law adds water-

ways conservation officer and deputy waterways conservation officer to the list of individuals who are protect-

ed under the aggravated assault provisions of the Pennsylvania Crimes and Offenses code. It takes effect in 60 

http://fishandboat.com/newsreleases/2012press/anti-poaching.htm
http://fishandboat.com/newsreleases/2012press/anti-poaching.htm
http://fishandboat.com/newsreleases/2012press/anti-poaching.htm
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Edneyville Elementary. 

TROUT IN THE CLASSROOM 

David Pierce 

Education Director 

Students looking at the trout at Sugarloaf  Elementary.   

Kim Pettengill is the teacher. 
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The trout are doing well.  Henderson Middle School 
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Fly of the Month – UV Cured Caddis Larva 

Blue Light Special 

 

B ackground: UV light curing acrylics has been around for a while now. They’re very common 
with dentists, but a little expensive for us fly tyers.  Clear Cure Goo and Tuffleye are two 

products popular with the salt water crowd.  Both require expensive curing lights around $30.  
I recently came across the following Video: Hydro Larva by Richard Strollis      

http://vimeo.com/55060180  (Click to view)  

A weighted caddis larva pattern utilizing Clear Cure Goo Hydro or Tuffleye to make a virtually 
 indestructible nymph pattern. Once the fly is hit with the UV light the colors really jump out and 
sparkle.  
    
A search for UV Curing Lights took me to eBay where I found this light:  $3.88 including Ship-
ping! Now, this is in my price range! 

   

 9 UV ULTRA VIOLET LED FLASHLIGHT 

BLACKLIGHT TORCH LIGHT 
99.5% Positive feedback           

FREE Standard Shipping  

Price: 
US $3.88  
Buy It Now 

http://vimeo.com/55060180
http://vimeo.com/55060180##
http://offer.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?BinController&rev=640&item=120828920793&pt=US_Flashlights&fromPage=2047675&rptr=1&fb=1&gch=1
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Material List: 

Size 12—16 Barbless Caddis Hook (TMC 206BL Size 14) 

Sybai Pearl Braidback—Green  (Sybai is a product of the Czech Republic)  

For more info see below: 

TUFFLEYE CORE—Clear Coating Cured with UV Light 

Micro Polar Chenille—black 

 

 

 

 

Step 1.  Fasten Barbless Hook in Vice 

and Wrap with Lead Wire. 

Step 2. Tie in Pearl Braidback 

Green. 

Step. 3. Wrap Pearl Braidback Forward & Add 

Tuffleye. 

Performance Flies   

Click for info. on Sybai Braidback  

http://www.performanceflies.com/category-s/184.htm 

http://www.performanceflies.com/category-s/184.htm
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Step 4.  Hold UV LED Curing Light 

Over the Tuffleye For 10—20 sec. 

 

Editor's Note: Please use caution with UV 

Flashlights. Never shine towards face and 

eyes. For additional safety, wear UV pro-

tective sunglasses when using the light. 

Step 5. Tie in Micro Polar Chenille—

Black, Wrap & Whip Finish 

Finished Flies.  All of the flies with black micro polar 

chenille have coated with Tuffleye and UV Cured. 

The 5 flies without the micro 

polar chenille will be brought 

to the meeting 2/14/13 coated 

with Tuffleye and UV cured.   

Hopefully, John Barsotti will 

bring his Loon Knot Sense for 

comparison to Tuffleye. 
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Chapter Members listed below are available to accompa-

ny one or two members who would like to learn more 

about fly fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning 

to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to get help from some 

knowledgeable anglers.                 

                       Bob Daubert                    693-6262 

                      Steve Fromholtz                674-2450* 

                      Dave Maxwell                   894-0308 

                      Steve Herring                   749-9352 

                      Dale Klug                         243-6783 

                        Legend:   * weekends only   

Published twelve times a year by the Pisgah 

Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non - profit organ-

ization for its members and supporters. 

Address comments to: 

Snags & Snarls 

PO Box 841 

Hendersonville NC 

28793-0841  

E-Mail  jimhosk@bellsouth.net 

The Pisgah Chapter web site is: 

http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org 

NC Wildlife Stocking Information 

 

NC Wildlife Violations     800-662-7137  

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup   828-877-3265 ext 219 

Water discharges on the Green River              800-829-5253 

Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River       866-332-5253                                                                              

Reference Phone Numbers 

Mentors List Snags & Snarls 

Click Below: For the Complete Delayed Harvest Stocking of All NC Streams 

http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF  

 MARCH APRIL MAY 

Little River 4 1 1 

Green River 4 3 6 

North Mills 1 3 6 

East Fork French 6 4 6 

http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF
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sdotson@bellsouth.net 
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   Chris Ellis  

864-458-6240 

chris.ellis_pctu@yahoo.com 
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Joe Moore 
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Clive Morris 

clivemorris@gmail.com 
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Skip Sheldon  

828-891-3264 
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John Rich 
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 Director-Communications 

Linda Byington 

linda.byington188@gmail.com 

 

             Director   

           John Kies   

  johnkies@bellsouth.net 

 

 Director  

Bob Huey 

dphuey@comporium.net 

 Director               

      David Pierce   

piercefordp@yahoo.com 

 Director 

Ed Hagerott 

edhagerott@yahoo.com 

       Snags & Snarls  

    Jim Hoskinson      

jimhosk@bellsouth.net  
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